REPLACEMENT MOTORS FOR COLT & EARLY CASE GT's

The following is a list of the motor numbers that are available currently to replace the OEM motors found on these tractors.

Colt Deluxe
Colt Super
Case 130 all use motor #101-1014

Colt Super H uses motor #101-1015

Colt Rancher 10
Colt Rancher 12
Case 180 all use motor #101-1016

Colt 2310
Case 150 use motor #101-1070-009

Colt 2510
Case T90 use motor #101-1071-009

Colt 2712
Case 190 use motor #101-1072-009

Case 155 use motor #101-1062-009

Case 195 use motor #101-1064-009

Go to http://www.motionindustries.com/motion3/jsp/mii/index.html and find the location closest to you.

The above motors were designed for rebuilding but if you were to hand this task over to a professional hydraulics shop, the cost would be close to that of a new motor. If you are skilled in machine shop practices, then it is possible to do this work yourself.